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Abstract

The current knowledge system of macroeconomics is built on interactions among a

small number of variables, since traditional macroeconomic models can mostly handle

a handful of inputs. Recent work using big data suggests that a much larger number of

variables are active in driving the dynamics of the aggregate economy. However, most

of such work is model-free and purely data driven. To integrate human knowledge with

high dimensional statistical modeling, we build a knowledge graph (KG) that consists

of not only linkages between traditional economic variables but also new alternative

big data variables. We propose an active learning natural language processing (NLP)

algorithm to extract these variables and linkages from the massive textual data of

academic literature and research reports. The KG provides a systematic approach

to incorporate human knowledge when dealing with a large number of variables in

macroeconomic models. For example, in macroeconomic forecasting, we use the KG

as the prior knowledge to select variables as model inputs. When applied to inflation

and investment forecasts, the KG-based method achieves significantly higher accuracy,

especially for long run forecasts, compared to statistical variable selection methods.
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1 Introduction

Traditional macroeconomic models, whether statistical models like VAR (Sims, 1972) or

structural models like DSGE (Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans, 2005; Smets and Wouters,

2007), can only handle a handful of variables. At the same time, the whole knowledge

system of macroeconomics is built on our understanding of the interactions among these

small number of variables. With the rise of big data and machine learning, we now have the

opportunity to develop more sophisticated models with a much larger number of variables

(McCracken and Ng, 2016; Coulombe et al., 2019). However, most of these models are

purely data driven without the incorporation of human knowledge. To integrate human

knowledge with high dimensional statistical modeling, a comprehensive knowledge system is

needed to describe both the statistical and structural relationships of the traditional as well

as nontraditional economic variables.
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(b) Knowledge Graph of Economic Variables

Figure 1: Examples of Knowledge Graphs

In this paper, we discuss how to build such a knowledge graph (KG)1 of the linkages between

1Knowledge graph (KG) is a commonly used knowledge base structure that use graph topology to
represent interlinked descriptions of entities. It has been widely used in many real world knowledge system
applications like Google search engine (Singhal, 2012), Wikipedia encyclopedia, Facebook social networks,
Apple’s Siri, among many others. An example of knowledge graph used in Google search is illustrated
in the left panel of Figure 1. In Google’s KG, it links many entities to famous people and store their
relationships, like June 1723 as Adam Smith’s birth month, and Kirkcaldy as his birth place. Such kind
of {subject, predicate, object} triple structure like {Adam Smith, birth place, Kirkcaldy} is called RDF
(Resource Description Framework) triples in the terminology of knowledge graph. When a user search for
Adam Smith’s birth place, Google would provide webpages relevant to the entity “Kirkcaldy” based on this
knowledge graph, even though those webpages may not be direct results of Google search algorithms like
PageRank.
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traditional economic variables and alternative data variables. We use advanced natural lan-

guage processing (NLP) tools to extract such alternative data variables and their linkages

from massive dataset the consists of academic literature and research reports. Specifically, we

design an algorithm to extract from massive textual data (1) traditional variables of interest

(like GDP, inflation rate, housing price, etc.), (2) alternative data variables (like electricity

usage, migration flow, etc.), as well as (3) the relationships (positive correlation, negative

correlation, etc.) among these variables. After some post-processing including resolving

coreferences, we build a knowledge graph by starting with traditional variable of interests

as the centers, and expanding in a step-wise fashion to include the relevant alternative vari-

ables. A very small subgraph of the resulted knowledge graph centered at inflation rate is

illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1. This graph displays the conceptional relationship

between inflation rate and other concepts discussed in the massive textual data we study

in this paper. Some of these linkages have already been well studied in the literature, for

example money supply will increase the inflation rate; the increase of benchmark interest

rate may decrease the inflation rate. But there are also linkages that carry new information.

For example, we learn from some of these research reports that the increase of urban migra-

tion worker shortage may affect inflation, through the increase of urban wages (upper right

corner of Figure 1).

The knowledge graph we construct provides a new knowledge system for macroeconomics,

and has many potential applications. One application we are particularly interested in is to

formulate macroeconomics as a problem of reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto,

2018; Silver et al., 2016). A RL framework consists of the following essential components:

the state space and the environment, the action space, the system dynamics and the reward

functions. In this regard, the knowledge graph of linkages among economic variables plays

the role of the state space and the environment. In a companion paper (Yang, Shao, and

E, 2020), we construct a structured framework of economic policy targets and policy tools.

The framework for the policy tools plays the role of the action space in the RL framework,

whereas the framework for the policy targets acts as the reward functions. In this paper, we

also apply the knowledge graph of economic variables to a simple but more concrete task:

variable selection in economic forecasting. Different from previous work using statistical

tools to do variable selection, we use the knowledge graph as the prior knowledge to select

variables for economic forecasting models. We will see that compared to statistical methods,

the KG-based method achieves significantly higher forecasting accuracy, especially for long

term forecasts.
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This paper contributes to the following literature. First, we contribute to the literature on

using big data and machine learning tools in macroeconomics (McCracken and Ng, 2016;

Stock and Watson, 2016; Giannone et al., 2008; Coulombe et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2020a).

Most of previous work apply or modify off-the-shelf machine learning tools to study high di-

mensional macroeconomic variables, while we stand out to design a new knowledge system for

macroeconomics with big data. Second, we contribute to the literature on knowledge graph

and knowledge extraction in science. Besides prominent applications in industry, knowledge

graph has also been used for knowledge extraction and knowledge representation in various

scientific disciplines (Luan et al., 2018), for example material science and physics. Last but

not the least, our application example contributes to the literature on variable selection and

model reduction in economic forecasting with big data. Previous methods rely on statistical

learning, including shrinkage methods like Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996), Bayesian methods (Sims

and Zha, 1998; Doan, Litterman, and Sims, 1984) and machine learning methods like factor

models (Fan, Li, and Liao, 2020b) and autoencoder (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville,

2016). Our work provides a new method for variable selection, through a systematic treat-

ment of existing human knowledge.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the textual

data that we use to construct the knowledge graph, as well as the data we use in our

application example. In Section 3, we present the detailed algorithm for constructing the

knowledge graph from massive textual data. We discuss the application of the knowledge

graph on forecasting in Section 4. In particular, we use it as the prior knowledge to do

variable selection for economic forecasting. Finally we conclude with discussions on the

future work.

2 Data

2.1 Textual Data for Knowledge Graph Construction

We build the knowledge graph (KG) of linkages among economic variables by extracting

variables and their relationships from the massive dataset that consists of previous research

documents. In general, two different types of textual data are suited for our work: academic

papers published by leading journals in economics, or research reports published by leading

think tanks, consulting firms, asset management companies and other similar agencies (“in-

dustry research reports” hereafter). In this paper, we use Chinese industry research reports

as the major textual data source. We make this choice for the following reasons. First,
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most of those industry research reports focus on analyzing or forecasting the dynamics of

aggregate variables, and it is always clearly stated what variables are studied in each re-

port. Second, these reports mostly adopt the narrative approach (Shiller, 2017) in research,

which clearly state the logic chains of their analysis in narrative language, rather than in

theoretical or quantitative models which is more common in English papers or industry re-

ports. Thirdly, they are freely available and can be downloaded from the WIND database2.

We download3 all the industry research reports from the macroeconomic research section of

the WIND database, and selected 846 of them that adopt the narrative approach to study

certain variables of interest as the textual data for this paper.

2.2 Traditional and Alternative Data for Economic Forecasting

As an application of the knowledge graph we construct, we use it as the prior knowledge to

select variables for economic forecasting models. In Section 4.2, we forecast China’s monthly

inflation and nominal investment time series using both traditional variable selection method

and the KG-based method. For the traditional method, the input variables come from the

standard Chinese monthly time series constructed by Higgins and Zha (2015) and Higgins,

Zha, and Zhong (2016)4. For the period of 1996 to 2019, there are 12 monthly time series

available: Real GDP, Nominal Investment, Nominal Consumption, M2, Nominal Imports,

Nominal Exports, 7-Day Repo, Benchmark 1-year Deposit Rate, Nominal GDP, GDP De-

flator, CPI and Investment Price.

For the KG-based method, we design model inputs under the guidance of the knowledge

graph, and obtain as many data variables as we can from two major databases on Chinese

economy: WIND and CEIC. The full list of alternative indicators we obtain are discussed in

Section 4.2.

2The WIND database is often referred to as the Chinese version of Bloomberg terminal, and is the major
provider of macroeconomic and financial data and information in China. WIND also provides millions of
industry research reports on the macroeconomy, industries or even individual public firms for download,
which is not available on Bloomberg terminals.

3We downloaded all reports available on August 9, 2018 when we started this project.
4The data is available at https://www.frbatlanta.org/cqer/research/china-macroeconomy, last

accessed on August 21, 2020.
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3 Construction of Knowledge Graph

3.1 An Example: From Textual Data to Knowledge Graph

Before presenting the detailed algorithm for extracting variables and their relations from the

textual data, we illustrate the main idea with an example. The following paragraph is trans-

lated from a research report5 from a leading think tank in China. It studies the dynamics

of inflation rate using alternative data variables. We will explain how to build part of the

knowledge graph from this paragraph step by step.

“Dr. Gao concluded that a long-term systematic migrant worker shortage began to appear

in the Chinese migrant labor market around 2005, which greatly increased the growth rate of

migrant workers’ wages, resulted in the increase of food prices, and pushed up the increase in

consumer price index, making the average level of inflation probably 100 to 200 basis points

higher.”

In this example, we hope to extract all the economic variables6 and the relation keywords

among those variables, store them in RDF (Resource Description Framework) triples of

{variable 1, relation, variable 2} format, and construct the knowledge graph from the RDF

triples.

As the first step, we find the traditional variables of interest in this paragraph: consumer

price index and inflation. These variables are the center nodes of the knowledge graphs.

Next, we find the alternative variables that are measurable with economic data: food prices,

migrant workers’ wages, migrant worker shortage. Thirdly, we find the key words linking

these variables and the inflation variable: making...higher, push up, resulted in, increase.

The extraction of all the economic variables and the relation keywords among those

variables are highlighted in the box below.

“Dr. Gao concluded that a long-term systematic migrant worker shortage began to

appear in the Chinese migrant labor market around 2005, which greatly increased the

growth rate of migrant workers’ wages, resulted in the increase of food prices,

and pushed up the increase in consumer price index, making the average level of

inflation probably 100 to 200 basis points higher .”

5The full text of this report (in Chinese) is available https://www.nsd.pku.edu.cn/jzky/ceojjgcbgk/

252274.htm., last accessed on August 15, 2020.
6An economic variable is an object measurable with economic data. It could be traditional variables like

GDP, inflation, and could also be alternative variables like migration flow, oil prices, among others.

6
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We store all the results of the extraction process in RDF triples of {variable 1, relation,

variable 2} format:

• {migrant worker shortage, increase, growth rate of migrant workers’ wages}

• {growth rate of migrant workers’ wages, resulted in the increase, food prices}

• {food prices, push up, consumer price index}

• {food prices, make higher, inflation}

Later we will classify all the relation keywords into three classes: “increase”, “decrease”,

“neutral”. All the relation keywords here belong to the “increase” class. The last two RDF

triples are equivalent to each other, so the duplicates will be dropped when constructing the

knowledge graph. This process gives rise to the subgraph in the upper right corner of Figure

2.
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Figure 2: Knowledge Graph of Economic Variables: A Subgraph around the Inflation Rate

3.2 Construction Procedure

Inspired by the example above, now we present the general procedures of constructing the

knowledge graph of linkages among economic variables from the textual data.
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Step 1. Make a list of aggregate variables of interest, together with their variants.

For this paper, we investigate the following variables (with their variants in the brack-

ets): GDP (output, economic growth), Investment, Housing price (housing market,

real estate market, real estate price), RMB Exchange Rate (RMB), Inflation (CPI).

Step 2. Find all these aggregate variables and their variants in the documents with string

matching.

Step 3. For each aggregate variable detected in the documents, find all the other variables

around it, as well as the relation among aggregate variables and other variables.

Step 4. Represent all the variables and relations that have been extracted with the typical

RDF triple structure in a knowledge graph.

Step 5. Merge all the co-references and build the knowledge graph.

Among all the procedures above, Steps 1, 2 and 4 are straightforward to implement, while

Steps 3 and 5 are technically more challenging. We will discuss the challenges and how we

address them in the next subsection.

3.3 Main Challenges of Knowledge Graph Construction and So-

lutions

The most challenging steps of constructing the knowledge graph are the extraction of vari-

able entities and relations, as well as co-reference resolution.

Economic variables, especially alternative variables, exhibit complicated semantic patterns

that have not been investigated in classical entity recognition and co-reference resolution

tasks (Ji et al., 2020; Hogan et al., 2020). Typically, entity recognition tasks include two

steps: (1) identify regions of text that may correspond to entities, (2) categorize them into

a predefined list of types (people, organization, location, among many others) (Ling and

Weld, 2012). Most of the literature take outputs from the first step as given, and focus on

improving the classification work in the second step. However, in our problem, the first step

is crucial and nontrivial, since economic variables are mostly multi-token entities with com-

plicated semantic patterns. Examples of complicated variable entities include “migration

worker shortage”, “growth rate of migration workers’ wages”, “processing firm registrations

in China”, “leverage rate of local government financing vehicles”. As a result, it is challeng-

ing to identify boundaries of the text that mentions a variable entity. For the second step,

previous work mostly focuses on categorizing entities into names of people, organizations,
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locations, or other more detailed types labeles in large knowledge database like Freebase

(Ling and Weld, 2012; Hogan et al., 2020), and are not suitable for classifying variable enti-

ties in our paper. Similarly, due to the complicated semantic patterns of economic variables,

co-reference resolution, or entity disambiguation, is particularly challenging in our setting.

To address these challenges, we design a recursive active learning algorithm (Settles, 2012)

with human involvement7 to extract variable entities and entity relations from the textual

data. In each iteration, we first identify regions of text that are most likely to have variable

entities or relations, and then use human editor to select true variable entities or relations,

and take the improved set into the next iteration. Our algorithm is similar to but different

from the bootstrapping approach of entity recognition (Collins and Singer, 1999; Gupta and

Manning, 2014). To make this facilitation scheme work, we reduce the general notion of

relation extraction to extracting only the “relation keywords” in the textual data. In terms

of co-reference resolution, we also combine a similarity score measure and some human efforts

to remove duplicates of entities.

3.3.1 Entity Recognition: Variable Names and Relation Keywords

The weakly supervised learning algorithm to extract variable entities and relation keywords

from the textual data works as follows:

Step 1. Construct an initial set of economic variables and an initial set of relation keywords.

The initial set of economic variables are from the macroeconomic database of WIND.

The initial set of relation keywords are commonly seen relation words and phrases like

increase, decrease, result in, push up, among others.

Step 2. Using the current set of economic variables as training data, train a simple model

to predict whether a phrase8 is a variable. With the model we can get a confidence

metric for each phrase to be a variable. Human editors select true variables from those

high-confident phrases to get an expanded variable set.

Step 3. Find sentences that contain many variables, but very few relation keywords. Then use

the human editors to find the relation keywords in these sentences. Expand the set of

relation keywords.

7To note, it is a common practice to involve direct contributions from human editors to construct
knowledge graphs. Some prominent knowledge graphs are primarily constructed with human efforts (Hogan
et al., 2020).

8A phrase is a N-gram object after word segmentation, where N could be small integers with N ≤ 5.
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Step 4. Find sentences that contain relation keywords, but very few variables. Then use the

human editors to find the variables in those sentences. Repeat Step 2 to expand the

variable set.

Step 5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, until we cannot find any new relation keywords or variables.

3.3.2 Co-reference Resolution

We define the similarity score between two economic variable entities represented as two

word vectors:

Sim(u, v) = 1− u · v
‖u‖2‖v‖2

where u, v are word vectors of the two variables. Based on this score, we get those economic

variable entities with high similarity scores with each other. Human editors will determine

the true duplicates from those high similarity pairs. Then we unify the names of those

variable entities that are co-references with each other. The unification process is done

by human editors to choose the best entity name that would show up in the knowledge

graph. After the name unification, we remove the duplicated RDF triples, and build the

final knowledge graph based on the unique RDF triples we get.

3.4 Knowledge Graph Results

The knowledge graphs we construct are too big to be presented in the paper. Here we visu-

alize some subgraphs to give an idea of what they look like. Figure 3 is the a small part of

the knowledge graph centered at inflation rate, and subsumes the example we see in Figure 2.

Figure 3 exhibits several distinct features of the knowledge graph we construct. First, it

links traditional variables of interest (like “inflation rate” here) to other variables, includ-

ing traditional macroeconomic variables (like “money supply” at the top of Figure 3) and

alternative variables (like those variables in the upper right corner). Second, the variables

are linked with relation keywords that can be mapped to three classes: increase (positive

relation), decrease (negative relation), relate (neutral relation). Third, the linkages might

be one layer (like the linkage to money supply) or multiple layers (like the linkages in red).

Multiple layers imply a logic chain to analyze the variables of interest. Finally, co-reference

resolution is necessary to get the final knowledge graph, since there can be a large number

of duplicated RDF triples directly extracted from the textual data.
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Figure 3: Knowledge Graph of Economic Variables: Inflation Rate

More examples of the knowledge graphs are presented in Figure 4. We would set up a website

to host the full results and we encourage people to join the effort to improve the knowledge

graphs.
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4 Applications of Macroeconomic Knowledge Graph

4.1 Macroeconomics from a Reinforcement Learning Viewpoint

The knowledge graph we construct provides a new knowledge system for macroeconomics. It

has many potential applications. One application we are particularly interested in is to study

macroeconomics as a problem of reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto, 2018), a

framework in machine learning for decision making problems.

An RL framework consists of the following essential components. First, the state space and

the environment. Here these should include the key variables that govern the evolution of

the aggregate dynamics. The state space should consist of the variables that are affected by

the actions of agents evolved, while the environment consists of those that are not affected.

Second, the action space, which consists of all the potential policy functions taken by agents

(including households, firms and government agencies) in the economy. Third, the system

dynamics, the evolution law of the aggregate economy. This can either be model-based in

which case we use a postulated dynamic model for the aggregate economy, or model-free

in which case we rely purely on observational data. Fourth, the reward functions, here the

utility functions of agents involved. In this regard, the knowledge graph of linkages among

economic variables helps to define the state space and the environment of the economy. In

a companion paper (Yang, Shao, and E, 2020), we construct a structured framework of

economic policy tools and policy targets. The structure for the policy tools plays the role of

the action space in the RL framework, whereas the policy targets act as the reward functions

of government agencies. Such a framework could potentially allow us to make the most of

existing knowledge and data to study the macroeconomy.

4.2 Example of Application: Knowledge Graph for Economic Fore-

casting

As a more concrete example, we apply the knowledge graph to the problem of variable se-

lection in economic forecasting. Different from previous work using statistical tools to do

variable selection (Tibshirani, 1996; Zou and Hastie, 2005; Sims and Zha, 1998; Goodfel-

low et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2020a), we combine statistical tools with the knowledge graph

as the prior knowledge to select variables for economic forecasting models. Hopefully this

will provide a new method for variable selection that uses systematically all existing human

knowledge.
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Here the task is to forecast China’s monthly inflation rate and nominal investment time

series from April 1996 to June 20199. For each i = 1, 2, ..., 12, we hope to build a model to

forecast the inflation rate or nominal investment yt+i in i months ahead, with input variables

from the past three months {Xs}ts=t−3:

yt+i = f({Xs}ts=t−3)

In traditional statistical method, economists have little idea of what variables should be used

as model inputs and what should not, so they typically find a standard dataset as input,

and use statistical variable selection methods to estimate the model. In this spirit, we use

the 12 time series variables10 from the standard Chinese monthly time series constructed

by Higgins and Zha (2015) and Higgins, Zha, and Zhong (2016), and use Lasso (Tibshirani,

1996) as the variable selection method.

For the KG-based method, we design model inputs with the guidance of the knowledge graph

results in Section 3.4, and obtain as many alternative data variables as we can from WIND

and CEIC. Among all the alternative data variables11 that are directly linked to inflation

rate in the knowledge graph, the following variables are available in the full model sample

period (October 1996 to June 2019): CPI (historical data), GDP, benchmark 1-year deposit

interest rate, benchmark 1-year loan interest rate, nationwide fiscal expenditure, urbaniza-

tion rate, central government fiscal expenditure, share of manufacturing output in GDP,

urban unemployment rate, worldwide GDP growth rate, M1 money supply, M2 money sup-

ply, USD/RMB exchange rate, crude oil production, raw coal production, copper production,

raw coal production, Non-ferrous metal production, OPEC Basket Price, crude oil import

amount, raw coal import amount, copper import amount, steel import amount, Spring Fes-

tival dummy, National Day Festival dummy. Among all the alternative data variables that

are directly linked to nominal investment in the knowledge graph, the following variables

are available in the full model sample period (April 1996 to June 2019): nominal invest-

ment (historical data), GDP, benchmark 1-year deposit interest rate, benchmark 1-year loan

interest rate, nationwide fiscal expenditure, central government fiscal expenditure, refinery

capacity, metal smelter capacity, economic policy uncertainty (EPU) index, tariff income,

tax income, stock market return, stock market volatility, dummy variable for the reform of

9The time range is chosen to have as many data observations as possible while still having a reasonably
large number of input variables for both methods.

10They are Real GDP, Nominal Investment, Nominal Consumption, M2, Nominal Imports, Nominal
Exports, 7-Day Repo, Benchmark 1-year Deposit Rate, Nominal GDP, GDP Deflator, CPI and Investment
Price.

11We convert all variables into the monthly frequency.
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replacing business tax with value-added tax, dummy variable for central leadership transi-

tion, M1 money supply, M2 money supply, Spring Festival dummy, National Day Festival

dummy. These variables are used in Lasso regression to give the KG-based model prediction.
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Figure 5: Forecasting Errors of Baseline Model vs. KG-Based Model

For different forecasting periods (from one month to 12 months), the forecasting errors on

the test sets for both the baseline model and KG-based model are presented in Figure 5.

We report the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) in the left panels, and the root

mean squared error (RMSE) in the right panels, and the results are qualitatively the same.

For inflation forecasting (upper panels), compared to the baseline model, the KG-based

model achieves higher forecasting accuracy in general. In short term forecasting (within five

months), the forecasting errors for both models are comparable to each other, and the base-

line model even outperforms the KG-based model in some horizons. However, in long run

forecasting, the performance of the baseline model gets worse, while the KG-based model

achieves a stable and much higher accuracy than the baseline method. Similar arguments

also hold for nominal investment forecasting (bottom panels in Figure 5).
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The general trend revealed by Figure 5 are consistent with our expectation that short term

forecasting relies more on data, while long term forecasting relies more on capturing the

underlying logic in the problem. The baseline model is more of a pure data-driven model,

whereas the KG-based model tries to capture the underlying logic. The better long term

performance of the KG-based model serves as a confirmation that the relationships described

in the knowledge graph correctly represents the true logic of the economic system under

investigation.

Periods ahead 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
P-value: inflation 0.1102 0.0157 0.0248 0.0971 0.3213 0.0000 0.0002 0.0099 0.0020 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002

P-value: investment 0.1128 0.0799 0.5677 0.0941 0.0162 0.0406 0.0005 0.2295 0.0426 0.0064 0.0104 0.0693

Table 1: The p-values of Diebold-Mariano Tests

To check the significance of these comparisons, we perform the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test

(Diebold and Mariano, 1995; Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold, 1997) for both forecasting

problems. We report the p-values of the DM tests for different forecasting periods ahead in

Table 1. Most of the comparison results are significant, which again confirms our findings.

5 Conclusion

In the age of big data, traditional knowledge system of macroeconomics that built on inter-

actions among a small number of variables is faced with severe challenges. In this paper, we

develop an approach to build a knowledge graph (KG) of the linkages between traditional

economic variables and massive alternative big data variables. We extract these variables

and linkages by applying advanced natural language processing (NLP) tools on the massive

dataset that consists of academic literature and research reports.

The knowledge graph we construct has many potential applications. In this paper, we use

it as the prior knowledge to select variables for economic forecasting models in macroe-

conomics. Compared to statistical variable selection methods, KG-based method achieves

lower forecasting errors, especially for long run forecasts. In this particular example, we

only make use of the list of variables around the variable of interest (like inflation) in the

knowledge graph, rather than the multi-layer graphical structure of knowledge embedding.

Future research can further investigate how to incorporate this structure into the statistical

model, possibly in the form of model structure restrictions. Future work may also investigate

other potential applications of this new knowledge system, like the reinforcement learning
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framework of macroeconomics we discuss briefly in this paper.
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